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What is the Blues?

By Jason Emmons and edited by Robert Santelli,
Blues Historian and Director & CEO of Experience Music Project
In 1903 W. C. Handy, the African American leader of a dance orchestra, got stuck one night
waiting for a train in the hamlet of Tutwiler, Mississippi. With hours to kill and nowhere else to
go, Handy fell asleep at the empty depot on a hard wooden bench. When he woke, a ragged
black man was sitting next to him, singing about “goin’ where the Southern cross the Dog”
and sliding a knife against the strings of a guitar. The musician repeated the line three times
and answered it with his guitar.
Intrigued, Handy asked what the line meant. It turned out that the tracks of the Yazoo &
Mississippi Valley Railroad, which locals called the Yellow Dog, crossed the tracks of the
Southern Railroad in the town of Moorehead, where the musician was headed, and he’d put it
into a song.
It was, Handy later said, “the weirdest music I had ever heard.”
That strange music was the blues, although few people knew it by that name. At the turn
of the century, the blues was still slowly emerging from the deep South and its roots in various
forms of African American slave songs such as field hollers, work songs, spirituals, and country
string ballads. The blues was rural music that captured the suffering and anguish of 300 years
of slavery and tenant farming, typically played by roaming solo musicians on an acoustic guitar
at weekend parties, picnics and juke joints. Their audience was agricultural laborers who
danced to the propulsive rhythms, moans and slide guitar.
In 1912 Handy helped raise the public profile of the blues when he became one of the first
people to transcribe and publish sheet music for a blues song—“Memphis Blues.” Eight years
later, listeners snapped up more than a million copies of “Crazy Blues” by Mamie Smith, the
first black female to record a blues vocal. The unexpected success of Smith’s recording alerted
record labels to the potential profit of “race records,” and singers such as Ma Rainey and
Bessie Smith began to introduce the blues to an even wider audience through their recordings.
As the African Americans that created the blues began to move away from the South, they
changed the music to reflect their new circumstances. Following both World Wars, thousands
of African American farm workers had migrated north to cities like Chicago and Detroit, and
many of them began to view traditional blues as an unwanted reminder of their humble days
toiling in the fields; they wanted to hear music that reflected their new urban surroundings. In
response, transplanted blues artists such as Muddy Waters, who had lived and worked on
Stovall plantation, just outside Clarksdale, Mississippi, before riding the rails to Chicago in
1943, swapped acoustic guitars for electric ones and filled out their sound with drums,
harmonica and standup bass. This gave rise to electrified blues with a stirring beat that drove
people onto the dance floor and pointed the way to rhythm and blues and rock ‘n’ roll.
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What is the Blues?

What is the Blues, continued
In the 1940s and early 50s, the electrified blues reached its zenith on the radio, but it
began to falter as listeners turned to the fresh sounds of rock ‘n’ roll and soul. In the early
1960s, however, it was aspiring white blues musicians in the United Kingdom who helped
resuscitate the blues in America and translated it to a largely white audience. Bands such as
the Rolling Stones performed covers of Muddy Waters and Howlin’ Wolf, and in the process
they created gritty rock ‘n’ roll that openly displayed its blues influences. They also promoted
the work of their idols, who soon toured England to wide acclaim and then brought the blues
back to the U.S. While they were happy to be in demand again as performers, many veteran
blues musicians were bitterly disappointed that artists such as Led Zeppelin, who had copped
much of their sound and guitar licks from African American blues artists, were getting rich
while the older musicians struggled to survive.
Today, 100 years after W. C. Handy first heard it, the blues has profoundly influenced virtually all genres of music in ways Handy never imagined the ‘weirdest music’ he’d ever heard could
have. To many young listeners, traditional blues—if not contemporary blues—may sound as
strange as it did to Handy. But if they listen closely, what they’re hearing are the same sounds
that influenced nearly all music genres, including hip-hop, rock and soul. They’re the sounds of
a rich, powerful history of people who helped build America and created one of the most
influential musical forms in popular music.
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Series Release

Martin Scorsese’s The Blues Kicks Off
PBS Fall 2003 Season with Seven-Night
Blues Television Festival
Seven Interpretive Films Directed by Martin Scorsese, Wim Wenders,
Richard Pearce, Charles Burnett, Marc Levin, Mike Figgis, Clint Eastwood
To Premiere Sunday, September 28 at 9pm on PBS
Series to Anchor Multi-Media Project, Sponsored by Volkswagen of America, Inc.,
that Includes Web Site, Radio Series, Educational Initiative, Companion Book, CDs
and DVDs, and Nationwide Tour
New York, NY—The much anticipated series, The Blues™, will lead PBS’ new fall season
beginning on Sunday, September 28th. In what is being billed as a Blues Television Festival,
PBS will air the entire series over seven consecutive nights at 9pm, beginning with Martin
Scorsese’s film, Feel Like Going Home and concluding with Clint Eastwood’s film, Piano Blues,
on Saturday, October 4. Check local listings for broadcast dates and times.
Under the guiding hand of Executive Producer Martin Scorsese, and sponsored by
Volkswagen of America, Inc., The Blues consists of seven impressionistic and interpretive
films that capture the essence of the blues while exploring how this art form so deeply
influenced people the world over. In addition to Scorsese and Eastwood, the other directors
and films in the series include: Wim Wenders, The Soul of a Man; Richard Pearce, The Road
to Memphis; Charles Burnett, Warming by the Devil’s Fire; Marc Levin, Godfathers and Sons;
and Mike Figgis, Red, White and Blues. Along with Scorsese, Paul G. Allen and Jody Patton
of Vulcan Productions and Ulrich Felsberg of Road Movies are executive producing the series;
Alex Gibney is the series producer, Margaret Bodde is the producer and Richard Hutton is the
co-producer.
“All of these directors share a passion for the blues,” said Martin Scorsese. “The idea
of different perspectives from filmmakers who love the music seemed like the right way to
approach such personal and evocative music. Out of the seven films, all together, the audience
will ideally come away with the essence of the music—the spirit of it rather than just plain facts.”
Alex Gibney, the series producer, said, “Through the artistry and passion of these filmmakers,
The Blues hopes to link the present and the past by engaging a new generation of viewers
and listeners to seek out the music in clubs, festivals and concerts, even as they look back—
through books, CDs and archival images—at the origins of the blues. In this way, The Blues
will not be the last word on the subject; it will be the ‘first word’ of a new, more free-wheeling
conversation.”
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“Martin Scorsese’s vision for this project is to promote and preserve this music that has
meant so much to him and to pay tribute to the musicians themselves,” said producer
Margaret Bodde. “It’s about the power and influence of the music. And revealing the music and
its origins to kids who may not know much about the blues.”
“The Blues is another example of PBS’s distinctive commitment to telling the American
story through the backdrop of music,” said PBS President and CEO Pat Mitchell. “We remain
dedicated to American culture. And we are honored to host Martin Scorsese and the great
directors he’s assembled who have made The Blues an engaging series that will bring music
to life on the screen and have value long after broadcast on the Web, in schools and as a
historical document.”
The Blues series will anchor a year-long celebration of events to help raise awareness of
the blues and its contribution to American culture and music worldwide. Its goal is to reach as
many people as possible through the following initiatives: the seven-film series on PBS; an
extensive Web site at www.pbs.org/theblues; a 13-part radio series on public radio stations
nationwide, distributed by Public Radio International and co-produced by Experience Music
Project and Ben Manila Productions; a teacher’s guide containing blues lesson plans, teaching
strategies and resource materials for high school teachers of English, Social Studies and Music
also produced by Experience Music Project; a companion book published by Amistad, an imprint
of HarperCollins, entitled Martin Scorsese Presents The Blues: A Musical Journey; value-added
DVDs, a CD boxed set, individual soundtracks for each show, a single “Best of” album and individual
artist recordings released collaboratively by Hip-O Records/Universal Music Enterprises and
Columbia/Legacy; “On the Road,” a national schedule of film, music and heritage events
celebrating the blues throughout the year; a “Salute to the Blues” benefit concert that took
place at Radio City Music Hall on February 7, 2003, and a film of the “Salute to the Blues”
concert for theatrical release directed by Antoine Fuqua (Training Day) and executive produced by
Martin Scorsese.
“We are of course proud to join what we believe is a remarkable opportunity for this music
as well as a celebration of the men and women who created a truly inspirational art form,”
Karen Marderosian, marketing director of Volkswagen of America, said. “Our goal is to help
introduce as many people as possible to this music through our support for The Blues on PBS
and in major cities around the country.”
About The Blues™
The Blues, executive produced by filmmaker Martin Scorsese and premiering Sunday,
September 28 at 9pm on PBS, anchors a multi-media project to help raise awareness of the
blues and its contribution to American culture and music worldwide. The Blues is a seven-film
television series of personal and impressionistic films viewed through the lens of seven
world-famous directors who share a passion for the music. The films, by Scorsese, Charles
Burnett, Clint Eastwood, Mike Figgis, Marc Levin, Richard Pearce, and Wim Wenders capture
the essence of blues music and delve into its global influence—from its roots in Africa to its
inspirational role in today’s music. Sponsored by Volkswagen, The Blues project initiatives
include an extensive Web site at www.pbs.org/theblues; a 13-part radio series; educational
outreach; a companion book, and value-added DVDs, a CD boxed set, individual soundtracks
for each show, a single “Best of” album and individual artist recordings. The Blues project will
also go “On the Road,” to a national schedule of film, music and heritage events celebrating
the blues throughout the year. The Blues is a presentation of Vulcan Productions and Road
Movies in association with Cappa Productions and Jigsaw Productions; WGBH Boston presents
the series on PBS; public television funding is provided by PBS and the Corporation for Public
Broadcasting. Along with Scorsese, Paul G. Allen and Jody Patton of Vulcan Productions and
Ulrich Felsberg of Road Movies are executive producing the series; Alex Gibney is the series
producer; Margaret Bodde is the producer, and Richard Hutton is the co-producer.
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Fact Sheet

The Blues
Title
The Blues™ project
Television series title
The Blues
PBS series schedule
Seven-night blues television festival premieres Sunday, September 28 from 9–11pm on PBS.
Check local listings for exact broadcast dates and times.
Exclusive project sponsor
Volkswagen of America, Inc. is proud to be the exclusive national sponsor of The Blues, and
has long been a strong supporter of music, film and the creative arts.
Project overview
The Blues, executive produced by filmmaker Martin Scorsese, is a seven-film television series
of personal and impressionistic films viewed through the lens of seven world-famous directors
who share a passion for the music.
The blues is a powerfully influential music genre; an expression of the African-American
experience that speaks of universal emotions. Countless of the world’s most celebrated
artists have credited the blues with influencing their music. In this musical journey, we are able
not only to trace the actual journey of the music from Africa, across America, and to Europe,
but also trace the effects of the blues on all popular music. It can be argued that no other type
of music has had a more everlasting influence on today’s artists than the blues.
As Willie Dixon so aptly said, “The blues are the roots; everything else is the fruits.”
Sponsored by Volkswagen, The Blues project’s goals are to celebrate and increase
appreciation of blues music; to capture the essence and cultural impact of this genre through
stories of artists and their music; and to inspire audiences to explore their own personal
relationships with the blues.
The Blues is a multi-media presentation from Vulcan Productions and Road Movies in
association with Cappa Productions and Jigsaw Productions. The Blues aims to capture the
essence of the blues—its emotional resonance—and explore how this music has so deeply
influenced people the world over.
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The much-anticipated series, premiering Sunday, September 28 from 9–11pm on PBS,
anchors a multi-media project to help raise awareness of the blues and its contribution to
American culture and music worldwide. Its goal is to reach as many people as possible
through the following initiatives:
• a seven-film television series on PBS
• an extensive Web site at pbs.org/theblues
• a 13-part radio series on public radio stations nationwide, distributed by Public
Radio International
• a teacher’s guide containing blues lesson plans, teaching strategies and resource
materials for high school teachers of English, Social Studies and Music
• a companion book published by Amistad, an imprint of HarperCollins, entitled Martin
Scorsese Presents The Blues: A Musical Journey
• value-added DVDs, a CD boxed set, individual soundtracks for each show, a single
“Best of” album and individual artist recordings released collaboratively by Hip-O
Records/Universal Music Enterprises and Columbia/Legacy
• “On the Road,” a national schedule of film, music and heritage events celebrating
the blues throughout the year
• a “Salute to the Blues” benefit concert that took place at Radio City Music Hall on
February 7, 2003
• a film of the “Salute to the Blues” concert for theatrical release directed by Antoine
Fuqua (Training Day) and executive produced by Martin Scorsese
The Blues—TV Series
Under the guiding hand of Executive Producer Martin Scorsese, The Blues is a seven-part
television series of personal and impressionistic films viewed through the lens of seven worldfamous directors who share a passion for the music. The films, by Scorsese, Charles Burnett,
Clint Eastwood, Mike Figgis, Marc Levin, Richard Pearce and Wim Wenders capture the
essence of blues music and delve into its global influence—from its roots in Africa to its
inspirational role in today’s music.
The Blues is a series of impressionistic and iconoclastic films—each director exploring the
music through his own personal connections. Simply put, it is the journey from Robert
Johnson’s Delta blues “Love in Vain,” to John Coltrane’s transcendental anthem, “A Love
Supreme.” Driven by the beat of performances by famous players from every kind of music the
blues has inspired—hip-hop, rhythm and blues, soul, country and rock ‘n’ roll—this seven-part
series takes us on a journey as soulful and ebullient as the music itself. Martin Scorsese
personally introduces each of the seven episodes. Along with Scorsese, Paul G. Allen and Jody
Patton of Vulcan Productions and Ulrich Felsberg of Road Movies are executive producing the
series; Alex Gibney is the series producer; Margaret Bodde is the producer and Richard Hutton
is the co-producer.
Feel Like Going Home—Director Martin Scorsese (The Last Waltz, Raging Bull, Gangs of New
York) pays homage to the Delta blues. Musician Corey Harris travels through Mississippi and
on to West Africa, exploring the roots of the music. The film celebrates the early Delta bluesmen through original performances (including Willie King, Taj Mahal, Otha Turner and Ali Farka
Touré) and rare archival footage (featuring Son House, Muddy Waters and John Lee Hooker).
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The Soul of a Man—Director Wim Wenders (Buena Vista Social Club; Wings of Desire; Paris,
Texas) explores the lives of his favorite blues artists—Skip James, Blind Willie Johnson and J.
B. Lenoir—in a film that is part history and part personal pilgrimage. The film tells the story of
these lives in music through a fictional film-within-a-film, rare archival footage, and covers of
their songs by contemporary musicians, including Bonnie Raitt, Lucinda Williams, Lou Reed,
Eagle Eye Cherry, Nick Cave and The Bad Seeds, The Jon Spencer Blues Explosion, Cassandra
Wilson, Garland Jeffreys, Los Lobos and others.
The Road to Memphis—Director Richard Pearce (The Long Walk Home, Leap of Faith, A Family
Thing) traces the musical odyssey of blues legend B.B. King in a film that pays tribute to the
city that gave birth to a new style of blues. Pearce’s homage to Memphis features original
performances by B.B. King, Bobby Rush, Rosco Gordon and Ike Turner, as well as historical
footage of Howlin’ Wolf and Fats Domino.
Warming by the Devil’s Fire—Director Charles Burnett (Killer of Sheep, My Brother’s Wedding,
To Sleep with Anger) presents a tale about a young boy’s encounter with his family in
Mississippi in 1955, and intergenerational tensions between the heavenly strains of gospel and
the devilish moans of the blues.
Godfathers and Sons—Director Marc Levin (Slam, Whiteboys, Brooklyn Babylon) travels to
Chicago with hip-hop legend Chuck D (of Public Enemy) and Marshall Chess (son of Leonard
Chess and heir to the Chess Records legacy) to explore the heyday of Chicago blues as they
unite to produce an album that seeks to bring veteran blues players together with contemporary
hip-hop musicians. Along with never-before-seen archival footage of Howlin’ Wolf, Muddy
Waters and the Paul Butterfield Blues Band, are original performances by Koko Taylor, Otis
Rush, Magic Slim, Ike Turner and Sam Lay.
Red, White and Blues—Director Mike Figgis (Stormy Monday, Leaving Las Vegas, Timecode)
joins musicians such as Van Morrison, Eric Clapton, Jeff Beck and Tom Jones performing and
talking about the music of the early 60s British invasion that reintroduced the blues sound
to America.
Piano Blues—Director—and piano player—Clint Eastwood (Play Misty for Me, Bird, Unforgiven)
explores his life-long passion for the piano blues, using a treasure trove of rare historical acts
as well as interviews and performances by such living legends as Pinetop Perkins and Jay
McShann, as well as Dave Brubeck and Marcia Ball.
The Blues—International Theatrical Release/Distribution
• International distributor Road Sales (Promark)
• Great interest in all European and Asian countries
• Depending on each country, a possible theatrical release on a small scale
• Also depending on the country, a TV and Video release
• Wim Wenders’ The Soul of a Man is premiering at Cannes
• Possible film festival participation at San Sebastian, Amsterdam and Venice
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The Blues—The Web Site: www.pbs.org/theblues
• Planned launch—August, 2003
• (Please note: until August, a preview site serves as placeholder and provides
background information to the project and series)
• Pbs.org/theblues serves as a complement to the film series to provide additional
context and perspective.
Web site goals:
• Reinforce information introduced in each film
• Offer educational materials for teachers to use in the classroom
• Explore critical milestones of the evolution of blues music
• Provide an informative and entertaining interactive experience targeted for broad
audience appeal
The Blues—The Radio Series
• a 13-part radio series on public radio stations nationwide, distributed by Public
Radio International and premiering September 28
• Co-produced by Experience Music Project (EMP) and Ben Manila Productions
• Hosted and narrated by Grammy award winner Keb’ Mo’
• Presented by WGBH Boston
• History of the blues—documentary style
• Chronological, oral history of the blues
• Highlights of obscure artists and classic blues artists
The Blues—The Educational Initiative
• Broadcast series-related education initiative (begins August 2003)
• On-line lesson plans: discography, bibliography, etc.
• Free teacher’s guide, complete with lesson plans, discography, bibliography and
blues CD
• Broad range of lesson plans, teaching strategies and resource materials for
the classroom
• Target audiences: high school teachers of English, Social Studies and Music
• Produced by Experience Music Project (EMP)
The Blues—The Companion Book
• Published by Amistad, an imprint of HarperCollins, entitled Martin Scorsese Presents
The Blues: A Musical Journey
• Preface written by Martin Scorsese, afterword by Chuck D, and contributions from
a wide variety of contemporary writers as well as selections culled from previously
published works
• Edited by renowned music writer Peter Guralnick, author of Last Train to Memphis
and Sweet Soul Music; Robert Santelli, Holly George-Warren and Christopher
John Farley
• The book will be published concurrently with the television broadcast of
The Blues series.
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The Blues—The Music CDs
The CD releases for this project are as follows:
• Martin Scorsese Presents The Blues—A Musical Journey, 5-CD deluxe boxed set
includes a comprehensive collection of the music from the seven films airing on
PBS (released by UME/Hip-O Records in North America and Sony internationally)
• Martin Scorsese Presents The Best Of The Blues, a single CD compilation that
offers an overview of the project (released by Universal in North America and
Sony internationally)
• Individual companion CDs to each of the seven films released globally by the
company designated:
– Feel Like Going Home—Martin Scorsese (released by Sony)
– The Soul of a Man—Wim Wenders (released by Sony)
– The Road to Memphis—Richard Pearce (released by Universal)
– Warming by The Devil’s Fire—Charles Burnett (released by Sony)
– Godfathers and Sons—Marc Levin (released by Universal)
– Red, White and Blues—Mike Figgis (released by Universal)
– Piano Blues—Clint Eastwood (released by Sony)
• The Blues—12 individual artist collections include Eric Clapton, Son House,
B.B. King, Bessie Smith, Muddy Waters, The Allman Brothers, Taj Mahal, Keb’ Mo’,
Jimi Hendrix, J. B. Lenoir, Stevie Ray Vaughn and Robert Johnson
The Blues—The DVDs/Video
The Blues series is distributed on DVD and home video in North America through
Columbia/Legacy. All seven films will be released as a collectors’ set concurrently with the
PBS broadcast.
The Blues—“On the Road”
The Blues takes the music and the project to music lovers across North America with:
• a national schedule of film, music and heritage events celebrating the blues
throughout the year
• “On the Road” festivals include Sundance Film Festival, Full Frame Film Festival,
New Orleans Jazz and Heritage Festival, Beale Street Music Festival, Seattle
International Film Festival, Chicago Blues Festival, Spirit Festival, Bumbershoot
Music Festival, Toronto International Film Festival and the Monterey Jazz Festival
The Blues—The Concert and Concert Film
Concert
• Friday, February 7, 2003 “Salute to the Blues” benefit concert at Radio City
Music Hall, New York
• Presented by Martin Scorsese
• Produced by Vulcan Productions, Experience Music Project (EMP) and presented
by Volkswagen
• Net proceeds are primary fundraiser for the Blues Music Foundation
• Legendary lineup of more than 50 artists included B.B. King, Bonnie Raitt, Buddy
Guy, Solomon Burke, Natalie Cole, Shemekia Copeland, Robert Cray, Dr. John,
Honeyboy Edwards, The Neville Brothers, Vernon Reid and Mavis Staples, as well as
Aerosmith, Gregg Allman, India.Arie, Chuck D and many more
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Concert Film
• Produced by Vulcan Productions
• Martin Scorsese, executive producer
• Antoine Fuqua, director
• Net proceeds from film release go to the Blues Music Foundation
The Blues—YEAR OF THE BLUES (YOTB)
In 1903, composer W.C. Handy first heard the blues, igniting an explosion of its influence that
now reaches worldwide, both on its own and through its reverberations in the many genres of
which it is a foundation, including jazz, rhythm and blues, rock ‘n’ roll, soul and hip hop. In
celebration of the hundredth anniversary of this encounter, and in recognition of the ongoing
impact of the blues upon music and cultural history, both in America and around the world, the
United States Congress proclaimed the year beginning January 1, 2003, the YEAR OF THE
BLUES. To mark this important occasion, partners Experience Music Project (EMP), the Blues
Foundation, Blues Inc., Vulcan Productions, along with other partners, have designed a yearlong series of interrelated events, multi-media projects, and education initiatives—to raise
awareness of the blues and its uniquely American heritage.
YEAR OF THE BLUES elements include:
• Congressional Proclamation of YOTB
• Yearoftheblues.org launch date December 16, 2002
The YEAR OF THE BLUES Web site has the ultimate goal of celebrating and creating
greater awareness of the blues and its evolving place in music and cultural history.
The site is a first-stop site (a “portal”) for all information on YOTB events, partners
and sponsors, and will provide an opportunity to connect visitors who are interested
in supporting and/or learning about the blues to resources that will help them do so.
• “Sweet Home Chicago” Blues Traveling Museum Exhibit created by Experience Music
Project (EMP), launches at Experience Museum Project in Seattle September 27 and
then tours the country throughout the year
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About the Film

Film Credits
Directed by:
Martin Scorsese
Produced by:
Sam Pollard
Written by:
Peter Guralnick
Edited by:
David Tedeschi
Additional Editing:
Sam Pollard
Directors of Photography:
Arthur Jafa
Additional Photography:
Lisa Rinzler
Line Producers:
Mikaela Beardsley and
Daphne A. McWilliams
Creative Consultant:
Kent Jones
Interviews:
Corey Harris, Sam Carr,
Willie King, Dick Waterman,
Taj Mahal, Johnny Shines,
Otha Turner, Ali Farka Touré,
Habib Koité, Salif Keita,
Toumani Diabaté
Featured Performers:
Corey Harris, Willie King,
Taj Mahal, Keb’ Mo’, Otha Turner
& The Rising Star Fife and Drum
Band, Sharde Thomas,
Ali Farka Touré, Habib Koité,
Salif Keita, Toumani Diabaté
Archival Performances:
Son House, Muddy Waters,
Johnny Shines, John Lee Hooker

Feel Like Going Home
Director Martin Scorsese winds his way from the banks of the
Niger River in Mali to the cotton fields and juke joints of the
Mississippi Delta to trace the origins of the blues in a lyrical
combination of original performances (including Corey Harris,
Willie King, Taj Mahal, Keb’ Mo’, Otha Turner, Habib Koité, Salif
Keita and Ali Farka Touré) and rare archival footage.
Says Scorsese: “I’ve always felt an affinity for blues music—
the culture of storytelling through music is incredibly fascinating
and appealing to me. The blues have great emotional resonance
and are the foundation for American popular music.”
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About the Film

Film Credits
Written and Directed by:
Wim Wenders
Produced by:
Alex Gibney
Producer:
Margaret Bodde
Director of Photography:
Lisa Rinzler
Edited by:
Mathilde Bonnefoy
Associate Producer:
Belinda Clasen
Featured Performers:
Lou Reed, Lucinda Williams,
Cassandra Wilson,
Alvin Youngblood Hart,
Shemekia Copeland,
Eagle Eye Cherry, Vernon Reid,
James “Blood” Ulmer, Los Lobos,
T-Bone Burnett, Bonnie Raitt,
The Jon Spencer Blues Explosion,
Marc Ribot, Garland Jeffreys,
Chris Thomas King, Nick Cave
and The Bad Seeds
Archival Performances:
J.B. Lenoir, Skip James,
John Mayall
Cast:
Skip James, Keith B. Brown,
Blind Willie Johnson,
Chris Thomas King

The Soul of a Man
In The Soul of A Man, director Wim Wenders looks at the dramatic
tension in the blues between the sacred and the profane by
exploring the music and lives of three of his favorite blues artists:
Skip James, Blind Willie Johnson and J. B. Lenoir. Part history, part
personal pilgrimage, the film tells the story of these lives in music
through an extended fictional film sequence, rare archival footage,
present-day documentary scenes and covers of their songs by
contemporary musicians such as Shemekia Copeland, Alvin
Youngblood Hart, Garland Jeffreys, Chris Thomas King, Cassandra
Wilson, Nick Cave, Los Lobos, Eagle Eye Cherry, Vernon Reid,
James “Blood” Ulmer, Lou Reed, Bonnie Raitt, Marc Ribot, The Jon
Spencer Blues Explosion, Lucinda Williams and T-Bone Burnett.
Says Wenders: “These songs meant the world to me. I felt
there was more truth in them than in any book I had read about
America, or in any movie I had ever seen. I’ve tried to describe,
more like a poem than in a ‘documentary,’ what moved me so
much in their songs and voices.”
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About the Film

Film Credits
Directed and Photographed by:
Richard Pearce
Produced and Recorded by:
Robert Kenner
Written by:
Robert Gordon
Co-producer:
Melissa Adelson
Edited by:
Charlton McMillan
Associate Producers:
Robert Gordon, Jeff Scheftel
Sound:
Stuart Pearce
Featured Performers:
B.B. King, Bobby Rush,
Ike Turner, Little Milton,
Rosco Gordon
Interviews:
Bobby Rush, B.B. King,
Rosco Gordon, Rufus Thomas,
Calvin Newborn, Hubert Sumlin,
Rosco Gordon, Chris Spindel
(WDIA program officer),
Don Kern (WDIA Production
Manager), Louis Cannonball
Cantor, Cato Walker III, Little
Milton Campbell, Sam Phillips,
Ike Turner, Jim Dickinson
Archival Performances:
Howlin’ Wolf, B.B. King,
Rosco Gordon, The Coasters,
Fats Domino, Little Richard

The Road to Memphis
Director Richard Pearce traces the musical odyssey of blues legend
B.B. King in a film that pays tribute to the city that gave birth to a
new style of blues. Pearce’s homage to Memphis features original
performances by B.B. King, Bobby Rush, Rosco Gordon and Ike
Turner, as well as historical footage of Howlin’ Wolf and Rufus Thomas.
Says Pearce: “The Blues is a chance to celebrate one of the
last truly indigenous American art forms, before it all but disappears,
swallowed whole by the rock ‘n’ roll generation it spawned.
Hopefully we’ll get there before it’s too late.”
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About the Film

Film Credits
Written and Directed by:
Charles Burnett
Produced by:
Margaret Bodde, Alex Gibney
Narrated by:
Carl Lumbly
Starring:
Tommy Hicks, Nathaniel Lee Jr.
Co-producers:
Wesley Jones, Mikaela Beardsley
Line Producer:
Daphne McWilliams
Original Score by:
Stephen James Taylor
Director of Photography:
John N. Demps
Edited by:
Edwin Santiago
Production Designer:
Liba Daniels
Archival Performances:
Son House, Sister Rosetta
Tharpe, Mississippi John Hurt,
Victoria Spivey, Willie Dixon,
Muddy Waters, Ida Cox,
Mamie Smith, Lightnin’ Hopkins,
Reverend Gary Davis, Big Bill
Broonzy, W.C. Handy, Sonny Boy
Williamson, Bessie Smith

Warming by the Devil’s Fire
Charles Burnett explores his own past as a young boy who was
shuttled back and forth between Los Angeles and Mississippi, and
who was musically torn between a mother who loved the blues and
a grandmother who believed that the blues was the devil’s music.
Burnett’s film boldly mixes fictional storytelling with documentary
footage in a tale about a young boy’s encounter with his family in
Mississippi in 1955, and tensions between the heavenly strains of
gospel and the devilish moans of the blues.
Says Burnett: “The sound of the blues was a part of my
environment that I took for granted. However, as years passed, the
blues slowly emerged as an essential source of imagery, humor,
irony and insight that allows one to reflect on the human condition.
I always wanted to do a story on the blues that not only reflected
its nature and its content but also alludes to the form itself. In
short, a story that gives you the impression of the blues.”
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Film Credits
Directed by:
Marc Levin
Produced by:
Daphne Pinkerson, Marc Levin
Director of Photography:
Mark Benjamin
Edited by:
Bob Eisenhardt
Production Manager:
Amy Sazama
Field Producer:
Gina Barge
Associate Producer:
Dan Luskin
Interviews:
Marshall Chess, Chuck D,
Jamar Chess, Phil Chess,
Koko Taylor, Mrs. Willie Dixon,
Magic Slim, Common, Sam Lay,
Mike Bloomfield, Morris Jennings,
Phil Upchurch, Louis Satterfield,
Gene Barge, Pete Cosey, Kyle,
Juice, Bob Koester, Common
Featured Performers:
Ike Turner, Pinetop Perkins,
Otis Rush, Koko Taylor, Chuck D,
Common, Sam Lay, Lonnie
Brooks, Smokey Smothers,
Magic Slim, “Electric Mud Band”:
Pete Cosey, Phil Upchurch,
Louis Satterfield, Morris Jennings,
Kyle, Rahzel and Ahmir (a.k.a.
?uestlove) of The Roots
Archival Performances:
Paul Butterfield, Bo Diddley,
Sonny Terry & Brownie McGhee,
Muddy Waters, Sonny Boy
Williamson, Howlin’ Wolf,
Willie Dixson, Blind Arvella Gray

Godfathers and Sons
Call them the Blues Brothers 2003—in Marc Levin’s lively veritédriven film, hip-hop legend Chuck D (of Public Enemy) and Marshall
Chess (son of Leonard Chess and heir to the Chess Records legacy)
return to Chicago to explore the heyday of Chicago blues as they
unite to produce an album that seeks to bring veteran blues players
together with contemporary hip-hop musicians such as Common
and members of The Roots. Along with never-before-seen archival
footage of Howlin’ Wolf are original performances by Koko Taylor,
Otis Rush, Magic Slim, Ike Turner and Sam Lay.
Says Levin: “When we were shooting Sam Lay and his band at
the Chicago Blues Festival, they were playing Muddy Waters’ classic,
‘I Got My Mojo Workin.’ I closed my eyes and was transported back
to when I was a 15-year-old hanging in my buddy’s basement
listening to the Paul Butterfield Blues Band for the first time. My
life was changed that day and 35 years later the music’s still
shakin’ my soul. The feel of that day in the basement is what I
have set out to capture in this film.”
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Red, White and Blues

Directed by:
Mike Figgis
Produced by:
Louise Hammar,
Shirani Sabratnam
Production Manager:
Suzanne Doyle
Directors of Photography:
Barry Ackroyd, Mike Eley,
John Lynch, Patrick Stewart
Edited by:
David Martin, Nigel Karikari
Interviews:
Tom Jones, Jeff Beck,
Van Morrison, John Porter,
Humphrey Lyttelton, George Melly,
Lonnie Donnegan, Chris Barber,
Eric Clapton, John Mayall,
B.B. King, Albert Lee, Chris
Farlowe, Bert Jansch, Eric Burdon,
Ramblin’ Jack Elliott,
Steve Winwood, Davey Graham,
Georgie Fame, Mick Fleetwood,
Peter Green
Featured Performers:
Tom Jones, Jeff Beck,
Van Morrison, Humphrey Lyttelton,
Lonnie Donnegan, B.B. King,
Albert Lee, Chris Farlowe,
Georgie Fame, Lulu
Archival Performances:
Big Bill Broonzy, Rolling Stones,
Cream, Alexis Korner,
Sister Rosetta Tharpe,
Muddy Waters, Sonny Terry
and Brownie McGhee

During the 1960s the UK was the location for a vibrant social
revolution. London, Liverpool, Birmingham, Manchester and
Newcastle all had their own music scenes. Musicians from Belfast
and Glasgow moved to London to be part of the club scene there.
The post war traditional jazz and folk revival movements produced
the fertile ground for a new kind of blues music—entirely influenced
by the authentic black blues of the USA, a music that was, for the
most part, entirely ignored by the good citizens of the US. New in
the sense that certain key musicians took the blues and molded it
in an entirely personal way to fit the new awareness of the UK in
the 60s. Importantly they, for the most part, continued to pay
homage to the originators of the music and to make a huge global
audience aware of the likes of Robert Johnson, Muddy Waters,
Howlin’ Wolf, Freddie King, etc.
Mike Figgis’ film examines the circumstances of this vibrant
period. Figgis himself participated, albeit in a minor way, in this period
of history, playing a blues band with Bryan Ferry, a band that was
the nucleus for the first Roxy Music.
A series of musical interviews with the key players of the blues
movement is augmented with a live session at the famous Abbey
Road Beatles studio. Tom Jones, Jeff Beck, Van Morrison and Lulu
all improvise around some classic blues standards—they are
accompanied by a superb band made up of younger and not so
younger musicians. The results are electrifying.
Says Figgis: “I’m interested in why there was such excitement
about this black music among Europeans. To that end, I’ve put
together a group of these musicians, augmenting the line-up with
some younger talent as well. Hopefully the resulting recording
session of some blues standards, and the discussions that follow,
shine some light on why at a particular moment the blues was
reinterpreted abroad and reintroduced in a new form that was
universally embraced.”
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Film Credits
Directed by:
Clint Eastwood
Written by:
Peter Guralnick
Produced by:
Bruce Ricker
Co-producer:
Susan Motamed
Director of Photography:
Vic Losick
Edited by:
Joel Cox
Featured Performers include:
Marcia Ball, Pinetop Perkins,
Dave Brubeck, Jay McShann,
and many more!

Piano Blues
Director—and piano player—Clint Eastwood explores his life-long
passion for piano blues, using a treasure trove of rare historical
acts as well as interviews and performances by such living legends
as Ray Charles, Fats Domino, Little Richard and Dr. John.
Says Eastwood: “The blues has always been part of my musical
life and the piano has a special place, beginning when my mother
brought home all of Fats Waller’s records. Also, the music has
always played a part in my movies. A piano blues documentary
gives me a chance to make a film that is more directly connected
to the subject of the music than the features that I have been
doing throughout my career.”
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Martin Scorsese
Director, Feel Like Going Home
Martin Scorsese was born in 1942 in New York City, and grew up in the tough downtown
neighborhood of Little Italy, which later provided the inspiration for several of his films. He
suffered from severe asthma as a child and could not play outside or participate in sports, so
his parents often took him to the movies. He was fascinated by the images on the screen and
drew his own movies at home. That fascination and ambition never left him, and eventually
led him to be among the first American generation of film school students, inspired by both
cinema’s Golden Age and the international independent cinema, as well as the counterculture
movement happening around them in the 1960s.
Scorsese received a B.S. (1964) and M.S. (1968) from New York University. At N.Y.U., he
made several award-winning student films (including It’s Not Just You, Murray! and The Big
Shave) and wrote the script for what became his first feature film, Who’s That Knocking At My
Door?, released theatrically in 1969. He also served on the faculty from 1968 through 1970.
In 1970, Scorsese moved to Hollywood and directed Boxcar Bertha (1972), an exploitation
film in the style of Bonnie and Clyde, for Producer Roger Corman. Encouraged by John
Cassavetes to pursue a more personal style of filmmaking, he next made Mean Streets, an
autobiographical story set in Little Italy. Acclaimed at the 1973 New York Film Festival and by
critics, Mean Streets proved to be his breakthrough film. Scorsese then directed Alice Doesn’t
Live Here Anymore (1974); the picture was his first major commercial success and won Ellen
Burstyn the Best Actress Oscar. Taxi Driver (1976) was next, starring Robert De Niro in one of
his most electrifying performances as the Vietnam vet cab driver Travis Bickle. The film
received four Oscar nominations and was awarded the Palme d’Or at the Cannes Film Festival.
The following year, Scorsese and De Niro teamed up again for New York, New York (1977),
co-starring Liza Minnelli, a drama shot as an old-fashioned Hollywood musical. It was his next
picture, Raging Bull, that firmly established his artistic reputation. Released in 1980, it was
named “Best Film of the Decade” by numerous magazine and critics’ polls and was nominated
for eight Oscars. It won two: Best Actor to Robert De Niro and Best Editing to Thelma
Schoonmaker. Using Raging Bull (which he shot in black-and-white) as evidence, Scorsese
launched a successful international campaign against the manufacture of color-fading film stock.
He then directed The King Of Comedy, about the lure of show business, with Robert De
Niro and Jerry Lewis in 1982. The independent movie After Hours (1985) followed, with Griffin
Dunne and Rosanna Arquette, for which he won the Best Director Award at Cannes. He
returned to a studio project with The Color of Money in 1986. Paul Newman received his first
Best Actor Oscar for his portrayal of pool shark ‘Fast’ Eddie Felson. In 1988, Scorsese brought
next page ➸
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Martin Scorsese, continued
to the screen The Last Temptation Of Christ, based on the novel by Nikos Kazantzakis. The
controversial film caused an uproar and was met with demonstrations by church groups around
the world. Scorsese received his second Academy Award nomination for Best Director for the
film. In 1989, he directed Life Lessons, an episode in the three-part film New York Stories (the
other episodes were directed by Woody Allen and Francis Ford Coppola).
In 1990, Scorsese directed GoodFellas, based on the life of a mafia foot soldier played by
Ray Liotta, which was nominated for six Academy Awards (Joe Pesci won for Best Supporting
Actor). It received numerous critics’ awards (Best Picture and Best Director by the New York,
Los Angeles, Chicago, and National Society of Film Critics) and Scorsese was given the Silver
Lion at the Venice Film Festival. Cape Fear (1991) was Scorsese’s powerful remake of the
1962 Gregory Peck/Robert Mitchum film, and remains one of his more commercially successful
films to date. The Age Of Innocence (1993) was a sumptuous rendition of Edith Wharton’s
novel about New York society at the turn of the century. It starred Daniel Day-Lewis, Michelle
Pfeiffer and Winona Ryder, and was nominated for five Oscars. With Casino in 1995, Scorsese
returned to the world of gangsters in an epic tale about the rise and fall of the mob in Las
Vegas in the 1970s, and starred Robert De Niro, Joe Pesci and Sharon Stone (who won the
Golden Globe for her role).
He then directed Kundun in 1997, the story of the early life of the present Dalai Lama who
fled to India after the takeover of his country by the communist Chinese. The movie received
four Oscar nominations and won many critics prizes for its cinematography and music. In
1999, Martin Scorsese directed Bringing Out the Dead, the story of a New York City paramedic
played by Nicolas Cage. Scorsese was honored with a French Cesar for his work. He then
turned to Gangs of New York, based on a script he first started 23 years earlier, a social and
political drama set in the rugged downtown area of New York called The Five Points during the
mid-19th century. Starring Leonardo di Caprio, Daniel Day-Lewis and Cameron Diaz, the longawaited movie began shooting in 2000 and was released in December 2002 and went on to
earn numerous critics honors, including a Golden Globe Best Director award for Scorsese.
All throughout his illustrious feature film career, Scorsese has also been an impassioned
and distinguished documentary filmmaker. He began with as an editor on the landmark concert
film Woodstock (1970, dir. Michael Wadleigh). The documentary he made about his parents,
Italianamerican (1974), remains among Scorsese’s favorites of his own films. The Last Waltz
(1978) captured the extraordinary last concert by The Band, with performances by such rock
‘n’ roll legends as Bob Dylan, Eric Clapton, Joni Mitchell, Muddy Waters, Van Morrison,
Emmylou Harris, The Staples and Neil Young. The film has been hailed as “the most beautiful
rock film ever made.” In 1995, he completed a four-hour documentary, A Personal Journey
With Martin Scorsese Through American Movies (co-directed by Michael Henry Wilson),
commissioned by the British Film Institute to celebrate the 100th anniversary of the birth of
cinema. A uniquely personal look at American cinema, A Personal Journey firmly establishes
Scorsese as a remarkable film historian. Further displaying his obsessive love and knowledge
of cinema, Il Mio Viaggio in Italia (“My Voyage to Italy”) is a history of Italian cinema seen
through Scorsese’s eyes. It was released in 2001 and won the William K. Everson History of
Film Award from the National Board of Review. His latest documentary endeavor is The Blues,
a labor of love that he has worked on for many years. Scorsese is executive producing the
seven-film documentary series as well as the “Salute to the Blues” concert film, and is directing
the first episode, titled Feel Like Going Home.
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Martin Scorsese, continued
Scorsese has long been devoted to film preservation efforts and, in 1990, he and nine
other prominent filmmakers created The Film Foundation, a non-profit organization dedicated
to fostering greater awareness of the urgent need to protect and preserve motion picture
history. Through partnerships and public events, the Foundation is able to provide substantial
support for preservation and restoration projects at the nation’s leading archives. Additionally,
the Foundation promotes the protection, preservation, and appreciation of film through national
educational programs and public awareness campaigns. Scorsese has also re-released films
through Martin Scorsese Presents, a company devoted to the restoration and exhibition of
foreign and classic films. Jean Renoir’s The Golden Coach, Luchino Visconti’s Rocco and His
Brothers, Luis Buñuel’s Belle de Jour, Nicholas Ray’s Johnny Guitar, Anthony Mann’s El Cid,
Abraham Polonsky’s Force of Evil, are some of the movies re-released under its aegis.
In addition to directing, Scorsese has both acted in and produced numerous films. He has
often appeared in minor roles or voiceovers in many of his own films, including Mean Streets,
Taxi Driver, and Gangs of New York, and has also appeared in Akira Kurosawa’s Dreams
(1990), Robert Redford’s Quiz Show (1994), Bertrand Tavernier’s Round Midnight (1986) and
had a cameo appearance in Albert Brooks’ The Muse (1999). As a producer, Scorsese has
brought to the screen Stephen Frears’ adaptation of Jim Thompson’s hard-boiled novel The
Grifters (1990), John McNaughton’s Mad Dog and Glory (1993), Spike Lee’s Clockers (1995),
Allison Anders’ Grace of My Heart (1996), Stephen Frears’ western The Hi-Lo Country (1998)
and was the executive producer of Kenneth Lonergan’s much lauded debut feature You Can
Count On Me (2000).
Scorsese’s movies have earned many awards over the years, and in addition Scorsese
himself has received numerous honors and distinctions. In 1991, the French government
made him a Commandeur des Arts et Lettres and he was honored by the American
Cinemateque for his career. He received the British Academy of Film & Television Arts (BAFTA)
Britannia Award in 1993. In 1995, he was awarded the Golden Lion at the Venice Film Festival
for career achievement. He received the prestigious American Film Institute Life Achievement
Award in 1997. In 1998, he received the Lifetime Career Award from Lincoln Center’s Film
Society, and was the President of the Jury at the Cannes Film Festival where he received the
Legion d’Honeur, which is France’s highest honor. In 2000, he was elected an honorary
Member of the American Academy of Arts and Letters, and he received the Cavaliere di Gran
Croce, which is Italy’s highest honor. In 2003, Scorsese was honored with the Directors Guild
of America Lifetime Achievement Award and the annual Hasty Pudding Man of the Year award
from Harvard University. He has received Honorary Doctorate degrees from Princeton
University, Williams College, Bard College, Wesleyan University and New York University.
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Wim Wenders
Director, The Soul of a Man
Often hailed as one of the most important directors on the international scene, Wenders first
came to prominence with his first, critically praised feature, 1971’s The Goalie’s Anxiety at
the Penalty Kick, based on the novel by Peter Handke. An adaptation of Hawthorne’s The
Scarlet Letter followed a year later, as did a succession of dramatic comedies which portrayed
rootless characters, including Alice in the Cities (1973), Wrong Move (1974) and Kings of
the Road (1975).
These three films, along with 1977’s thriller The American Friend—which featured Dennis
Hopper—focused on post-war Germany and its sweeping cultural changes. They conveyed
Wenders’ intense love of cinema and rock n’ roll which would continue to permeate his work
throughout his career.
In 1978, Wenders began a collaboration with Francis Ford Coppola’s Zoetrope Studios
on Hammett, a fictional film about the novelist Dashiell Hammett and a mysterious
disappearance in San Francisco. The film was finally released in 1982 after several setbacks
and proved to be an inspiration for Wenders’ next effort, The State of Things (1983), an
austere look at modern-day filmmaking, which earned him a Golden Lion as Best Picture at the
Venice Film Festival.
In 1984, Wenders won worldwide notoriety with Paris, Texas, the story of a drifter making
peace with his turbulent past. The film won the Palme D’Or at Cannes and a Best Director
award for Wenders from BAFTA, the British Academy of Film and Television Arts. Wenders then
returned to Germany to direct 1988’s Wings of Desire, a fable of a guardian angel in Berlin
who forsakes his immortal status for the love of a woman. Wings earned Wenders critical
acclaim and the Best Director award at Cannes, the European Film Award for Best Picture, the
German Film Prize, and an Independent Spirit Award, among others, and was later remade as
City of Angels starring Meg Ryan and Nicolas Cage. In 1993, Wenders made a sequel to
Wings of Desire called Faraway, So Close! which featured a number of original cast members
reprising their roles and won the Grand Jury Prize at Cannes. Most recently, Wenders directed
The Million Dollar Hotel, a tragicomic mystery originated by U2’s Bono and starring Mel
Gibson, Jimmy Smits, Jeremy Davies, Milla Jovovich, Peter Stormare, Amanda Plummer, Gloria
Stuart and Bud Cort. The film won a Silver Bear at the Berlin Film Festival in 2000.
Throughout his career, Wenders has also made unconventional documentaries including
Lightning Over Water (1980) made with and about director Nicholas Ray, the 1985 tribute to
filmmaker Yasujiro Ozu, Tokyo-Ga, as well as a profile of avant garde fashion designer Yohji
Yamamoto called Notebook on Cities and Clothes (1989). He also directed several music
next page ➸
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Wim Wenders, continued
videos, including one for his Irish friends, U2, and a concert film Willie Nelson at the Teatro in
1998. But his most famous music effort was the 1999 documentary Buena Vista Social Club
about a group of legendary Cuban musicians, including Ibrahim Ferrer, Compay Segundo and
Ruben Gonzales, brought together by Ry Cooder. The film received an Academy Award nomination,
and earned the Best Documentary prize from the National Board of Review, the New York Film
Critics, and the Los Angeles Film Critics. It was followed in 2001 by Ode to Cologne, a featurelength rockumentary about the German band BAP.
Wenders was born on August 14, 1945 in Düsseldorf. Initially intent on studying medicine
and philosophy, Wenders transferred his attention to film in 1967 and attended the Academy
of Film and Television in Munich. He has worked as a film critic for several German publications
and was a founding member of Filmverlag der Autoren (the production and distribution company
at the origin of the “New German Cinema”). In 1976 he started his production company Road
Movies. He served as Chairman of the European Film Academy from 1991–1996 after which
he was elected its president. Since 1993, he has been teaching at his alma mater in Munich.
Wenders holds an honorary doctorate of Arts and Letters from the Sorbonne University in Paris
and an honorary doctorate of theology from the University of Fribourg in Switzerland. Currently,
he teaches film as a professor at the Hamburg School of Arts.
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Richard Pearce
Director, The Road to Memphis
Richard Pearce made his feature film directorial debut with the period drama Heartland, which
earned the Golden Bear (grand prize) at the Berlin Film Festival and opened the New York Film
Festival’s first look at American Independents in 1981. Other films of Pearce’s include
Country, which garnered Jessica Lange an Academy Award nomination; the highly praised,
racially charged drama The Long Walk Home, which paired Whoopi Goldberg with Sissy
Spacek; Leap of Faith with Steve Martin, Debra Winger, and Liam Neeson; No Mercy starring
Richard Gere and Kim Basinger; and A Family Thing with Robert Duvall and James Earl Jones.
For television, Pearce earned an Emmy nomination for his work on the ABC mini-series The
Final Days, examining the last days of the Nixon presidency. His film for HBO Witness
Protection, starring Tom Sizemore and Mary Elizabeth Mastrantonio, was nominated for a
Golden Globe. Other television projects include the pilots for Fox’s Party of Five and ABC’s
Nothing Sacred (which won a Peabody Award), and a three-hour television musical South
Pacific for ABC/Disney which starred Glenn Close and Harry Connick Jr.
Pearce began his professional career in the late 1960s as a cinematographer whose credits
include three Oscar-winning documentaries, Woodstock, Marjoe, and Interviews with My Lai
Veterans. His final documentary project before moving into directing feature films was the
acclaimed Vietnam War feature documentary Hearts and Minds directed by Peter Davis. For
over a year and a half, Pearce served as both cinematographer and associate producer on the
controversial film which was screened at the Cannes Film Festival and won an Academy Award.
Pearce was raised in Louisville, Kentucky, and earned his undergraduate degree in English
Literature at Yale, where he met renowned documentary filmmaker D.A. Pennebaker. He then
moved to New York City to work with Pennebaker and Richard Leacock on several documentaries.
While in New York he attended New York University’s Film School and earned an M.A. in
Political Economics from the Graduate Faculty of the New School for Social Research.
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Charles Burnett
Director, Warming by the Devil’s Fire
During his stint as a young student at UCLA’s School of Theater, Film & Television, Charles
Burnett submitted a thesis film, Killer of Sheep, which later became the basis for his first
professional film effort. Burnett directed, produced, wrote, edited and acted as
cinematographer on the feature, which was among the first 50 films placed in the National
Film Registry because of its historical significance and declared a “national treasure” by the
Library of Congress.
In 1983, the Vicksburg, Mississippi native wrote, directed and produced his next feature
My Brother’s Wedding, a low budget independent film centering on the theme of envy and its
power to warp families. Burnett’s themes of family continued to influence his work. In 1990,
Burnett wrote and directed the drama To Sleep With Anger, which starred Danny Glover as the
charming, Southern family friend, ‘Harry,’ who insinuates himself into a troubled family, forcing
their inner turmoils to the surface. The film won three 1991 Independent Spirit Awards: Best
Director and Best Screenplay for Burnett and Best Actor for Glover. In 1990, the National
Society of Film Critics awarded Burnett its award for Best Screenplay. The film also received a
Special Jury Recognition Award at the 1990 Sundance Film Festival and a Special Award from
the Los Angeles Film Critics Association. Both Burnett and Glover were nominated for New
York Film Critics Circle Awards.
His next film, The Glass Shield, starring Lori Petty, Michael Boatman and Ice Cube, was a
police drama based on a true story of corruption and racism within the Los Angeles police
force. Burnett followed with his television debut via the acclaimed 1996 Disney Channel film,
Nightjohn, starring Carl Lumbly, Lorraine Toussaint, Allison Jones and Bill Cobbs. Based on
the young-adult novel by Gary Paulsen, Nightjohn is a period piece about a slave’s risky
attempt to teach an orphan slave girl to read and write. The New Yorker’s film critic Terrence
Rafferty called Nightjohn the “best American movie of 1996.” The film received a 1997
Special Citation Award from the National Society of Film Critics “for a film whose exceptional
quality and origin challenge strictures of the movie marketplace.”
Burnett’s other television work includes the 1997 ABC mini-series Oprah Winfrey Presents:
The Wedding, starring Halle Berry and Lynn Whitfield; the 1998 ABC telepic, Selma, Lord,
Selma, starring Jurnee Smollett, Mackenzie Astin and Clifton Powell; America Becoming, a
documentary about U.S. immigration; the 1998 Showtime film Long Distance, and lastly the
2000 Showtime film Finding Buck McHenry, starring Ossie Davis.
In 1997, the Film Society of Lincoln Center and the Human Rights Watch International Film
Festival honored Burnett with a retrospective of his work presented at the Walter Reade
Theater at Lincoln Center. He is also the recipient of a 1988 MacArthur Foundation Fellowship.
A one-time trumpet player, Burnett vividly remembers making his way through the seminal
blues tunes of W.C. Handy.
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Marc Levin
Director, Godfathers and Sons
Marc Levin has been making provocative, award-winning films for more than 25 years. Norman
Mailer called his recent non-fiction film Gladiator Days: Anatomy of a Prison Murder, “the
most powerful prison movie for television that I’ve ever seen.” His works include Soldiers in
the Army of God, which premiered at the 2000 Toronto Film Festival and aired on HBO in the
spring of 2001, and Twilight Los Angeles, his adaptation of Anna Deavere Smith’s critically
acclaimed one-woman show which premiered at the 2000 Sundance Film Festival and was
selected as the opening film of the International Human Rights Film Festival at Lincoln Center.
Twilight was in theatrical release and appeared on PBS in the Spring of 2001. In 1998, Levin
won international recognition for his dramatic feature film, Slam, which received the Grand Jury
Prize at the Sundance Film Festival and the Camera D’Or at the Cannes Film Festival.
Levin’s roots trace back to the mid-seventies when he teamed up with one of America’s
most respected journalists, Bill Moyers, in a collaboration that lasted well into the 1980s.
Levin directed The Home Front with Bill Moyers, which was honored with the duPont-Columbia
Gold Baton Award, while The Secret Government—The Constitution in Crisis, which Levin
produced and edited, won an Emmy award. Levin even has the distinction of having a film,
Portrait of an American Zealot, be part of the Museum of Modern Art’s permanent film collection.
In 1990, Levin produced and directed Mob Stories, an HBO special on the decline of the
Mafia. And, in 1992, Levin directed Oscar nominee Robert Downey Jr. in The Last Party, a
gonzo look at that year’s Presidential campaign.
Levin accumulated many accolades and awards in the mid 1990s for his work on HBO
including a Cable ACE Award for Best Documentary Special for Gang War: Bangin’ in Little
Rock, in 1994 and Emmy and Cable ACE Award nominations for the 1996 film Prisoners of
the War on Drugs. In 1997 Levin was awarded the prestigious duPont-Columbia award for
CIA: America's Secret Warriors, a three-part series that aired on the Discovery Channel.
His 1999 release Thug Life in D.C. won the 1999 National Emmy for Outstanding Non-Fiction
Special. Also that year, Levin directed Whiteboys, a comedy starring the hip-hop artist Danny
Hoch, which was released by Fox Searchlight.
In 2001, Levin turned his attention to his first musical feature, Brooklyn Babylon, starring
Tariq “Black Thought” Trotter, which featured an original score and performances by Grammy
winning hip-hop collective, The Roots.
Levin just finished directing and producing the first season of Street Time, a dramatic
series for Showtime produced by Columbia/Tristar, and starring Rob Morrow, Scott Cohen and
Erika Alexander.
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Mike Figgis
Director, Red, White and Blues
Mike Figgis has emerged as a visionary filmmaker who thrives on taking risks. Figgis has roots
in experimental theater and music, which are just two primary influences that contribute to the
creative vision in all of his feature films and documentaries. Although he has been at the helm
of such quintessentially mainstream movies as Internal Affairs with Richard Gere, the British
born filmmaker has exhibited his more eclectic personal style in films such as Stormy Monday
and Liebestraum.
Born in Carlisle, England, Figgis started playing trumpet and guitar as a teenager with
various rock bands, one of which was the R&B group Gas Board, featuring future British pop
star Brian Ferry.
Moving to London, Figgis studied music for three years and began playing with England’s
foremost avant-garde theater group The People Show (the group would later make a cameo
appearance in Stormy Monday as the ‘Krakow Jazz Ensemble’). The People Show made one
album for Transatlantic Records, which was produced by Rolling Stones drummer Charlie Watts.
In 1980, Figgis left The People Show to concentrate on writing and directing theater, and to
break into film. He formed his own theater company, The Mike Figgis Group, and began creating
multimedia productions which included extensive use of film. Some of his earliest projects,
including Redhugh 1980, Slow Fade and Animals of the City, won awards for their innovative
blend of live action, music and film. These caught the eye of England’s Channel Four, which
financed Figgis’ first film, The House, starring Stephen Rea (The Crying Game).
Stormy Monday soon followed and marked Figgis’ emergence into full-length features.
Figgis wrote, directed and scored the movie that was set in Newcastle’s steamy jazz club world
and boasted an impressive cast, including Melanie Griffith, Tommy Lee Jones and Sting. He
then made the foray into American films by directing and co-scoring Internal Affairs, starring
Richard Gere and Andy Garcia.
In 1996, Figgis achieved international critical acclaim for his film Leaving Las Vegas, starring
Nicolas Cage and Elisabeth Shue, which he wrote, directed and scored. The film was nominated
for four Academy Awards, and garnered Nicolas Cage a Best Actor award for his portrayal of
the alcoholic screenwriter Ben Sanderson.
In the same year Figgis wrote, directed and scored another film, One Night Stand, which
starred Wesley Snipes, Nastassja Kinski and Robert Downey Jr. The film, released internationally,
received wide spread attention and won Wesley Snipes the Best Actor award at the Venice
Film Festival.
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Mike Figgis, continued
His most recent film, Miss Julie, is a spare, minimalist, emotionally provocative adaptation
of August Strindberg’s classic play of social and sexual tensions. Starring Saffron Burrows and
Peter Mullan, the film features hand-held 16MM photography and the split-screen technique
that inspired the creation of Time Code.
Recently, Figgis turned his talents to publishing with Projections: 10 Hollywood
Filmmakers on Filmmaking, a series of conversations with actors, directors, writers, managers
and agents that probe the workings and mores of the Hollywood system and its driving
monetary forces. The rare collection includes Figgis’ interviews with Mel Gibson, Jodie Foster,
Mickey Rourke, Paul Thomas Anderson, Salma Hayek and many others.
Those interviews and others are also featured in Figgis’ Hollywood Conversations, a 20-part
television series for England’s Channel Four, independently financed by Figgis.
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Clint Eastwood
Director, Piano Blues
As one of the most prolific, versatile artists in the history of cinema, Clint Eastwood effortlessly
moves from actor to director to producer with the click of a slate. His career spans four
decades during which he’s appeared in 55 films (44 in which he starred), directed 23, and
produced 18.
However, should he not have been successful in the world of film, it is Eastwood’s welldocumented assertion that he would have chosen to be a musician. As a young man growing
up in Oakland, California, Eastwood performed in small clubs as a pianist. Some of his most
inspiring moments of that era came watching jazz greats like Charlie Parker and Thelonious
Monk perform live. Years later, his passion would manifest itself in films such as Bird, which
included original remixed Parker solos, orchestrated by composer Lennie Niehaus, as well as
original copies of Eastwood’s own treasured issues of Down Beat magazine.
Music played an intricate role in Eastwood’s films as early as Play Misty for Me—
Eastwood’s directing debut. The romantic song, “The First Time Ever I Saw Your Face,” was
sung by the then-unknown Roberta Flack and selected by Eastwood, as was “Misty,” the film’s
theme song, which was arranged by jazz piano legend Erroll Garner.
All of the five classic Dirty Harry films featured big-city jazz soundtracks, and successful
soundtrack albums have been a consistent Eastwood signature in his films—be they jazzoriented (Bird, The Bridges of Madison County, Midnight In The Garden of Good and Evil,
and of course, Clint Eastwood Live At Carnegie Hall) or country (Every Which Way But Loose,
Bronco Billy, Any Which Way You Can, and Honkytonk Man). In addition, Eastwood returned
to his musical roots by co-writing the key melodies for both Unforgiven (“Claudia’s Theme”)
and The Bridges of Madison County (“Doe Eyes”). In 1989, Eastwood served as the
executive producer on the authoritative documentary on piano great Thelonious Monk,
Straight, No Chaser.
As one of the film industry’s stalwarts, Eastwood has accumulated many accolades over
the years, most recently a Kennedy Center Honors Award in December 2000 and a Lifetime
Career Achievement Award from New York’s National Board of Review in January 2000. He was
also nominated for Favorite All-Time Movie Star in 1999 by the People’s Choice Awards (which
he won as the Favorite Motion Picture Actor in 1981, 1984, 1985, 1987 and 1998).
In addition, Eastwood received a Cesar Honorary Award (Honneur) from the French Film
Society for Career Achievement in 1998 and a Golden Laurel Lifetime Achievement Award from
the Producer’s Guild of America that same year. He was also the recipient of the Life
Achievement Award from the American Film Institute and the Film Society at Lincoln Center in
1996, and he was given the prestigious Irving G. Thalberg Memorial Award in 1995 from the
Academy of Motion Pictures Arts and Sciences.
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Clint Eastwood, continued
In l993, Eastwood’s foreboding, revisionist western, Unforgiven, earned nine Academy
Award nominations (Best Picture, Best Director, Best Actor, Best Supporting Actor, Best
Screenplay, Best Cinematography, Best Production Design, Best Editor and Best Sound) and
four Oscars (Best Picture, Best Director, Best Supporting Actor and Best Editor). Eastwood also
won a Cesar nomination for Best Foreign Film (Meilleur film etranger) for The Bridges of
Madison County in 1996, a Douglas Sirk Award for Career Achievement, awards from both the
American Cinema Editors and the Publicists Guild in 1992, the California Governor’s Award for
the Arts in 1992, and the Man of the Year Award from Harvard’s Hasty Pudding Theatrical
Society in 1991.
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Paul G. Allen
Executive Producer
Investor and philanthropist Paul G. Allen creates and advances world-class projects and
high-impact initiatives that change and improve the way people live, learn, work and experience
the world through arts, education, entertainment, sports, business and technology. He co-founded
Microsoft with Bill Gates in 1976; remained the company’s chief technologist until he left
Microsoft in 1983; and is the founder and chairman of Vulcan Inc., chairman of Charter
Communications (the nation’s fourth largest cable provider), and owner of TechTV. In addition,
Allen’s multibillion dollar investment portfolio includes large stakes in DreamWorks SKG,
Oxygen Media and more than 50 other technology, media and content companies. Allen also
owns the Seattle Seahawks NFL and Portland Trail Blazers NBA franchises.
Named one of the top 15 philanthropists in America, Allen gives back to the community
through the six Paul G. Allen Foundations, which strengthen communities and support vulnerable
populations in the areas of arts, health and human services, medical research and technology
in education. Allen is also founder of Experience Music Project, Seattle’s critically-acclaimed
interactive music museum; the forthcoming Science Fiction Experience Museum (opening
summer 2004); and Vulcan Productions, the independent film production company behind
Todd Haynes’ Far From Heaven, the 2001 Evolution series on PBS, and this year’s The Blues,
executive produced by Martin Scorsese in conjunction with Allen and Jody Patton. Learn more
about Allen online at www.vulcan.com.
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Jody Patton
Executive Producer
As president of Vulcan Productions, Jody Patton is responsible for managing all elements of
the production company’s feature and documentary film projects. Patton’s creative vision
establishes the corporate direction and defines the composition of the slate of projects
undertaken by Vulcan Productions, including acclaimed films such as Todd Haynes’ awardwinning Far From Heaven, starring Julianne Moore and Dennis Quaid, The Safety of Objects by
Rose Troche, starring Glenn Close and Dermot Mulroney, the PBS Evolution series and The
Blues coming this fall to PBS, executive produced by Martin Scorsese along with Patton and
Paul G. Allen.
As co-founder of both The Science Fiction Experience and Experience Music Project, Patton
oversees the design, construction, program development and operations of the institutions,
managing the leadership team and working closely with content and design experts. A native
of Seattle, Patton is the president and CEO of Vulcan Inc., the investment and project
management company founded by Paul G. Allen to manage his business and personal initiatives
around the world, including a broad portfolio of investments, real estate holdings, sports
teams and more. She is also executive director of the six Paul G. Allen Foundations, which
support nonprofit organizations throughout the Pacific Northwest in the areas of health and
human services, the arts, and medical research and technology in education.
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Ulrich Felsberg
Executive Producer
Since the early 80s Ulrich Felsberg has produced and co-produced more than 50 films.
His feature credits include 8 films directed by Wim Wenders, amongst them The Million Dollar
Hotel (Silver Bear, Berlin 2000) and Buena Vista Social Club, for which he received The
European Film Award 1999. In 2000 Ulrich Felsberg was nominated for an Academy Award
(Oscar) for Buena Vista Social Club by The Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences. He
has also co-produced Michelangelo Antonioni’s and Wim Wenders’ Beyond the Clouds. Ulrich
Felsberg’s producer credits include 6 Ken Loach films, among them Land and Freedom, which
received The European Film Award 1995. He has worked with directors such as Tomás
Gutiérrez Alea, Stephen Frears, Gerardo Herrero, Robert Lepage, Paul McGuigan, Pat Murphy,
Manuel Gómez Pereira, Carlos Saura, Julien Temple and Juanma Bajo Ulloa.
Among Ulrich Felsberg’s 2002 projects are Sweet 16, directed by Ken Loach and Ten
Minutes Older, a project consisting of two compilation features by 15 prominent directors
about the subject “Time,” as well as Bend it Like Beckham directed by Gurinder Chadha and in
2003 Ken Loach’s new project Ae Fond Kiss. Ulrich Felsberg is currently a member of the elected
12-member board of The European Film Academy; in 1999 he became a member of the board
of the Ateliers du Cinema Européen (ACE) and in 1999 of the British Academy of Film &
Television Arts (BAFTA). Since the beginning of 2001 he has been a board member of the
German Producer Association Film 20.
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Alex Gibney
Series Producer
An Emmy Award-winning writer, producer and director, Alex Gibney is currently producing The
Blues, a documentary series in association with Executive Producer Martin Scorsese. His
recent credits include: The Trials of Henry Kissinger, (writer/producer) in worldwide theatrical
release; the HBO documentary, Soldiers in the Army of God, (senior producer) about the radical
fringe of the anti-abortion movement; Speak Truth To Power, (producer) a PBS drama special
about human rights activists scripted by Ariel Dorfman and starring Sigourney Weaver and
Alec Baldwin; Brooklyn Babylon, (executive producer) a feature film directed by Marc Levin and
featuring the Grammy Award-winning, hip-hop group The Roots; and The Huntress, (executive
producer) a TV movie that became a TV series and aired on the USA Network.
In addition, Gibney served as writer, director and series producer on Sexual Century, a
six-part documentary series for ITV and the CBC; The Fifties, an eight-hour documentary
mini-series based on the best-selling book by Pulitzer Prize-winning author David Halberstam;
The Pacific Century, a ten-hour documentary series that was honored with an Emmy Award,
two Emmy nominations and the prestigious duPont-Columbia Award for Excellence in
Broadcast Journalism; and The New Music, about avant-garde jazz musicians John Carter and
Bobby Bradford.
His work has also appeared on the Emmy and Peabody Award-winning series, ESPN’s
Sports Century, and the Emmy Award-winning PBS series FRONTLINE. Gibney is a contributor
to many publications including Newsweek, Los Angeles Times, Newsday, New Republic, The
Wilson Quarterly, Los Angeles Reader, Chicago Reader and The San Francisco Chronicle. He is
a member of the Writers Guild of America and the Directors Guild of America.
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Margaret Bodde
Producer
Margaret Bodde has worked with Martin Scorsese for over a decade. She has been involved in
several documentary projects with him, including Nothin’ But The Blues (1996), a film featuring
Eric Clapton which aired on PBS and was nominated for an Emmy. The Blues documentary
series is a result of Mr. Scorsese and Ms. Bodde’s desire to delve deeper into the rich history
of the genre, viewed through the lens of directors with personal, emotional connections to
the music.
Currently, Ms. Bodde is the co-executive director of The Film Foundation (TFF), a non-profit
organization created by Mr. Scorsese in 1990, along with seven other leading filmmakers.
Since 1991, she has spearheaded the group’s efforts to raise awareness and funds for film
preservation within the entertainment industry and the public at large. Ms. Bodde has built a
network of alliances and partnerships for The Film Foundation resulting in more than six million
dollars raised for film preservation projects at the nation’s leading film archives. Over the past
several years, Ms. Bodde has developed a national educational outreach project for The Film
Foundation. The Story of Movies is an integrated curriculum to teach film history and appreciation
to middle school students. The program, sponsored in part by IBM and the National
Endowment for the Arts (NEA), will launch pilot sites in the fall of 2003.
Prior to working with Mr. Scorsese, Ms. Bodde worked in independent film distribution and
exhibition, including three years as Director of Marketing at Miramax Films.
In addition to The Blues series, Ms. Bodde is currently co-producing a documentary on
Bob Dylan that Mr. Scorsese will direct for the American Masters series on PBS.
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Richard E. Hutton
Co-Producer
Richard Hutton oversees the feature film and documentary teams at Vulcan Productions and
manages a variety of content partnerships, business and distribution deals, and professional
relationships in the film, television and Internet worlds. Hutton was formerly the executive
producer of the critically acclaimed PBS series Evolution, co-produced by the WGBH/NOVA
Science Unit and CBSP.
Before Evolution, Hutton was senior vice president of creative development at Walt Disney
Imagineering. There, he oversaw the creative team responsible for the design of all Disney
three-dimensional storytelling, such as theme parks and retail concepts. Prior to Walt Disney
Imagineering, Hutton was vice president and general manager of the Disney Institute, where
he directed the transition of the organization from an idea into an operating business. Before
Disney, Hutton was senior vice president, television programming and production for WETA
Television in Washington, D.C., and earlier, director of public affairs programming for WNET
Television in New York. His projects have included the award-winning The Brain (1984) and
The Mind (1988), as well as various books, medical texts and articles for national publications
including The New York Times Magazine, Omni and Cosmopolitan.
Hutton holds a bachelors degree in history from the University of California at Berkeley.
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Toumani Diabaté
Corey Harris
John Lee Hooker *
Son House *
Salif Keita
Habib Koité

Taj Mahal
Ali Farka Touré
Otha Turner
Muddy Waters *
Keb’ Mo’
Willie King

The Soul of a Man directed by Wim Wenders
T-Bone Burnett
Nick Cave and The Bad Seeds
Eagle Eye Cherry
David Barnes
Shemekia Copeland
The Jon Spencer Blues Explosion
Alvin Youngblood Hart
Skip James *
Garland Jeffreys
Chris Thomas King

J.B. Lenoir *
Los Lobos
John Mayall *
Bonnie Raitt
Lou Reed
Vernon Reid
Marc Ribot
James “Blood” Ulmer
Lucinda Williams
Cassandra Wilson

The Road to Memphis directed by Richard Pearce
Fats Domino *
Rosco Gordon*
B.B. King*
Little Milton
Little Richard *
* indicates archival performance

Performances in The Blues

Feel Like Going Home directed by Martin Scorsese

Bobby Rush
Ike Turner *
Howlin’ Wolf*
The Coasters*

Warming by the Devil’s Fire directed by Charles Burnett
Big Bill Broonzy *
Reverend Gary Davis *
Ida Cox *
Willie Dixon *
W.C. Handy *
Lightnin’ Hopkins *
Son House *
Mississippi John Hurt*

Vasti Jackson
Bessie Smith *
Mamie Smith *
Victoria Spivey *
Sister Rosetta Tharpe *
Muddy Waters *
Sonny Boy Williamson *
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Godfathers and Sons directed by Marc Levin
Lonnie Brooks
Paul Butterfield *
Common
Chuck D and Public Enemy*
Bo Diddley *
Sam Lay
Ike Turner
Pinetop Perkins
Otis Rush
Magic Slim
Smokey Smothers
Koko Taylor
Sonny Terry* & Brownie McGhee *

“Electric Mud Band”:
Pete Cosey, Phil Upchurch,
Louis Satterfield, Morris Jennings
Kyle
Rahzel and Ahmir (a.k.a. ?uestlove)
of The Roots
Muddy Waters *
Sonny Boy Williamson *
Howlin’ Wolf *
Willie Dixon*
Blind Arvella Gray*
Carrie Robinson*

Red, White and Blues directed by Mike Figgis
Jeff Beck
Big Bill Broonzy*
Cream*
Lonnie Donnegan
Georgie Fame
Chris Farlowe
Tom Jones
B.B. King
Pete King
Alexis Korner*

Albert Lee
Lulu
Humphrey Lyttelton
Sonny Terry* & Brownie McGhee*
Van Morrison
Rolling Stones*
Sister Rosetta Tharpe*
Muddy Waters*
Leadbelly*
Jon Cleary

Piano Blues directed by Clint Eastwood
Marcia Ball
Dave Brubeck
Jay McShann

Pinetop Perkins
and many more!
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“The blues is at once American and worldly. It’s a form of storytelling that is so
universal that it has inspired people beyond our borders and continues to influence
music here and abroad. We’re hopeful that the series will introduce new audiences
worldwide to this music and also inspire kids, whether they like rock or hip hop, to
better understand the struggles and genius that gave birth to what they listen to
today. Our goal was never to produce the definitive work on the blues. It was, from
the start, to create highly personal and impressionistic films as seen through the
eyes of some of the most creative directors around with a passion for this music.”
Martin Scorsese, Executive Producer

“All of these directors share a passion for the blues. The idea of different perspectives
from filmmakers who love the music seemed like the right way to approach such
personal and evocative music. Out of the seven films, all together, the audience
will ideally come away with the essence of the music—the spirit of it rather than
just plain facts.”
Martin Scorsese, Executive Producer

“I’ve always felt an affinity for blues music—the culture of storytelling through music
is incredibly fascinating and appealing to me. The blues have great emotional
resonance and are the foundation for American popular music.”
Martin Scorsese, Executive Producer

“The Blues is a kind of film festival—with each film building on the one before it—
that celebrates that authenticity of the blues and tells a powerful story of how
that music has come to influence the world. Through the artistry and passion of
these filmmakers, The Blues hopes to link the present and the past by engaging a
new generation of viewers and listeners to seek out the music in clubs, festivals
and concerts, even as they look back—through books, CDs and archival images—
at the origins of the blues. In this way, The Blues will not be the last word on the
subject; it will be the ‘first word’ of a new, more free-wheeling conversation.”
Alex Gibney, Series Producer
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“Martin Scorsese’s vision for this project is to promote and preserve this music
that has meant so much to him and to pay tribute to the musicians themselves.
It’s about the power and influence of the music. And revealing the music and its
origins to kids who may not know much about the blues.”
Margaret Bodde, Producer

“The Blues is another example of PBS’s distinctive commitment to telling the
American story through the backdrop of music. We remain dedicated to American
culture. And we are honored to host Martin Scorsese and the great directors he’s
assembled who have made The Blues an engaging series that will bring music to
life on the screen and have value long after broadcast on the Web, in schools and
as a historical document.”
Pat Mitchell, PBS President and CEO

“We are of course proud to join what we believe is a remarkable opportunity for
this music as well as a celebration of the men and women who created a truly
inspirational art form. Our goal is to help introduce as many people as possible
to this music through our support for The Blues on PBS and in major cities around
the country.”
Karen Marderosian, Marketing Director of Volkswagen of America, Inc.

“These songs meant the world to me. I felt there was more truth in them than in
any book I had read about America, or in any movie I had ever seen. I’ve tried to
describe, more like a poem than in a ‘documentary,’ what moved me so much in
their songs and voices.”
Wim Wenders, Director

“The Blues is a chance to celebrate one of the last truly indigenous American art
forms, before it all but disappears, swallowed whole by the rock ‘n’ roll generation
it spawned. Hopefully we’ll get there before it’s too late.”
Richard Pearce, Director

“The sound of the blues was a part of my environment that I took for granted.
However, as years passed, the blues slowly emerged as an essential source of
imagery, humor, irony and insight that allows one to reflect on the human condition.
I always wanted to do a story on the blues that not only reflected its nature and
its content but also alludes to the form itself. In short, a story that gives you the
impression of the blues.”
Charles Burnett, Director
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“When we were shooting Sam Lay and his band at the Chicago Blues Festival, they
were playing Muddy Waters’ classic, ‘I Got My Mojo Workin.’ I closed my eyes and
was transported back to when I was a 15-year-old hanging in my buddy’s basement
listening to the Paul Butterfield Blues Band for the first time. My life was changed
that day and 35 years later the music’s still shakin’ my soul. The feel of that day in
the basement is what I have set out to capture in this film.”
Marc Levin, Director

“I’m interested in why there was such excitement about this black music among
Europeans. To that end, I’ve put together a group of these musicians, augmenting
the line-up with some younger talent as well. Hopefully the resulting recording
session of some blues standards, and the discussions that follow, shine some
light on why at a particular moment the blues was reinterpreted abroad and
reintroduced in a new form that was universally embraced.”
Mike Figgis, Director

“The blues has always been part of my musical life and the piano has a special
place, beginning when my mother brought home all of Fats Waller’s records. Also,
the music has always played a part in my movies. A piano blues documentary
gives me a chance to make a film that is more directly connected to the subject
of the music than the features that I have been doing throughout my career.”
Clint Eastwood, Director
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
CONTACT:

Tony Fouladpour, Volkswagen of America, Inc.
(248) 754-5064 or
Joel Epstein, Marx Layne & Company
(248) 855-6777

VOLKSWAGEN OF AMERICA, INC. CELEBRATES
THE ARTS, KICKS OFF YEAR OF THE BLUES
Automaker Joins Forces with PBS to Present
Martin Scorsese’s The Blues™
AUBURN HILLS, Mich. — Volkswagen’s long-standing commitment to innovative ideas
and artistic designs has contributed greatly to its status today as the best-selling European
car brand in North America. Volkswagen also has a rich history of supporting a wide
range of artistic endeavors that reflect the unique personality of the brand, from producing
imaginative commercials with distinctive music to sponsoring nationwide film festivals,
concerts and an art exhibition for young disabled artists.
Underscoring its commitment to music, Volkswagen is the exclusive sponsor of
The Blues™, a seven-film series executive produced by Martin Scorsese that premieres on
Sunday, September 28 at 9pm on PBS.

(more)
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-2The Blues series is the cornerstone of an integrated multi-media project that the
Volkswagen sponsorship supports, including a Web site at pbs.org/theblues, a 13-part
radio series on Public Radio International, educational initiatives, a traveling museum
exhibit produced by Experience Music Project, a “Salute to the Blues” benefit concert
that took place at Radio City Music Hall on February 7, as well as “On the Road,” a
national schedule of film, music and heritage events celebrating the blues throughout the
year. Additionally, the U. S. Senate has proclaimed 2003 Year of the Blues.
This year, in addition to its support of The Blues project, Volkswagen will act as
the sole automotive sponsor and official vehicle provider for the famous Sundance Film
Festival, the annual exhibition of independent filmmakers. Volkswagen is no stranger to
artistry in film, with a history that involves the Atom Film Project as well as the ongoing
Major Motion Picture Show (MMPS), a college campus tour bringing films and
interactive fun to students nationwide.
Consumers have long identified Volkswagen with approachable yet cutting-edge
advertising and exciting, off-the-wall events. When viewers took notice of Volkswagen’s
decidedly original commercials and the music featured in them — such as Trio’s nowfamous “DaDaDa” — they asked for more. Volkswagen enthusiastically responded,
releasing two compilation CDs featuring aspiring musicians found during the creative
search for advertising soundtracks. These same artists also enjoy a high-profile platform
for their work on RadioVW.com, a Web site designed to deliver alternative sounds to
fans everywhere.
(more)
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-3On the live music front, Volkswagen recently launched the year-long House of
Blues tour for audiences at House of Blues venues across the U.S. Volkswagen also
developed the Music Ed. Tour ’02, a music caravan featuring concerts at college
campuses with headliner Rusted Root, as well as various local groups.
Additionally, Volkswagen’s support of Washington, D.C.-based VSA arts — a
nonprofit organization dedicated to disabled artists — was highlighted last year with a
national juried art competition and exhibition, open to disabled artists ages 16 to 25.
As Volkswagen celebrates its place in the automotive industry and in modern
popular culture, it will continue its commitment to up-and-coming artists who bring new,
refreshing perspectives to the music, film and art communities.
Founded in 1955, Volkswagen of America, Inc. is headquartered in Auburn Hills,
Michigan, and is a wholly owned subsidiary of Volkswagen AG, the world’s fourth
largest automaker. As America’s top-selling European brand, Volkswagen markets a full
line of vehicles through a network of 600 dealers in the United States.
ABOUT THE BLUES™
The Blues, executive produced by filmmaker Martin Scorsese and premiering Sunday,
September 28 at 9 p.m. on PBS, anchors a multi-media project to help raise awareness of
the blues and its contribution to American culture and music worldwide. The Blues is a
seven-part television series of personal and impressionistic films viewed through the lens
of seven world-famous directors who share a passion for the music. The films, by
Scorsese, Charles Burnett, Clint Eastwood, Mike Figgis, Marc Levin, Richard Pearce,
and Wim Wenders capture the essence of blues music and delve into its global influence
— from its roots in Africa to its inspirational role in today’s music. Sponsored by
Volkswagen, The Blues project initiatives include an extensive Web site at
www.pbs.org/theblues; a 13-part radio series; educational outreach; a companion book,
and value-added DVDs, a CD box set, individual soundtracks for each show, a single
“Best of” album and individual artist recordings. The Blues project will also go “On the
Road,” to a national schedule of film, music and heritage events celebrating the blues
throughout the year. The Blues is a presentation of Vulcan Productions and Road Movies
in association with Cappa Productions and Jigsaw Productions; WGBH Boston presents
the series on PBS; public television funding is provided by PBS and the Corporation for
Public Broadcasting. Along with Scorsese, Paul G. Allen and Jody Patton of Vulcan
Productions and Ulrich Felsberg of Road Movies are executive producing the series; Alex
Gibney is the series producer; Margaret Bodde is the producer, and Richard Hutton is the
co-producer.
#####
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Young B.B. King
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Note: Audio file may take up to 30 seconds to
load. If audio icon does not appear, click in the
area under the song title to play the music file.

“Love in Vain”
Robert Johnson

“(I’m Your) Hoochie Coochie Man”
Muddy Waters

“Have You Heard”
John Mayall’s Bluesbreakers with Eric Clapton
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application. Note that all photos
are available in the Photography
folder on the CD-ROM.
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These images are limited to editorial use in North America only in conjunction with the direct publicity or promotion of The Blues. No other rights are granted. All rights are reserved.
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Howlin’ Wolf
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Click on the image to open tif file
in your default image editing
application. Note that all photos
are available in the Photography
folder on the CD-ROM.

These images are limited to editorial use in North America only in conjunction with the direct publicity or promotion of The Blues. No other rights are granted. All rights are reserved.
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Muddy Waters
and Mick Jagger
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Click on the image to open tif file
in your default image editing
application. Note that all photos
are available in the Photography
folder on the CD-ROM.

These images are limited to editorial use in North America only in conjunction with the direct publicity or promotion of The Blues. No other rights are granted. All rights are reserved.
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Jay McShann and
Clint Eastwood
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Click on the image to open tif file
in your default image editing
application. Note that all photos
are available in the Photography
folder on the CD-ROM.

These images are limited to editorial use in North America only in conjunction with the direct publicity or promotion of The Blues. No other rights are granted. All rights are reserved.
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Harmonica
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Click on the image to open tif file
in your default image editing
application. Note that all photos
are available in the Photography
folder on the CD-ROM.

These images are limited to editorial use in North America only in conjunction with the direct publicity or promotion of The Blues. No other rights are granted. All rights are reserved.
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W.C. Handy
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Click on the image to open tif file
in your default image editing
application. Note that all photos
are available in the Photography
folder on the CD-ROM.

These images are limited to editorial use in North America only in conjunction with the direct publicity or promotion of The Blues. No other rights are granted. All rights are reserved.
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Scorsese production shot
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Click on the image to open tif file
in your default image editing
application. Note that all photos
are available in the Photography
folder on the CD-ROM.

These images are limited to editorial use in North America only in conjunction with the direct publicity or promotion of The Blues. No other rights are granted. All rights are reserved.
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Young B.B. King

11_Blues_YoungBBKing.tif

Click on the image to open tif file
in your default image editing
application. Note that all photos
are available in the Photography
folder on the CD-ROM.

These images are limited to editorial use in North America only in conjunction with the direct publicity or promotion of The Blues. No other rights are granted. All rights are reserved.
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Bobby Rush

Click on the image to open tif file
in your default image editing
application. Note that all photos
are available in the Photography
folder on the CD-ROM.
12_Blues_BobbyRush.tif

These images are limited to editorial use in North America only in conjunction with the direct publicity or promotion of The Blues. No other rights are granted. All rights are reserved.
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Koko Taylor

13_Blues_KokoTaylor.tif

Click on the image to open tif file
in your default image editing
application. Note that all photos
are available in the Photography
folder on the CD-ROM.

These images are limited to editorial use in North America only in conjunction with the direct publicity or promotion of The Blues. No other rights are granted. All rights are reserved.
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Chuck D
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Click on the image to open tif file
in your default image editing
application. Note that all photos
are available in the Photography
folder on the CD-ROM.

These images are limited to editorial use in North America only in conjunction with the direct publicity or promotion of The Blues. No other rights are granted. All rights are reserved.
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Shemekia Copeland

15_Blues_Shemekia.tif

Click on the image to open tif file
in your default image editing
application. Note that all photos
are available in the Photography
folder on the CD-ROM.

These images are limited to editorial use in North America only in conjunction with the direct publicity or promotion of The Blues. No other rights are granted. All rights are reserved.
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Martin Scorsese

16_Blues_MartinScorsese.jpg

Click on the image to open jpg file
in your default image editing
application. Note that all photos
are available in the Photography
folder on the CD-ROM.

These images are limited to editorial use in North America only in conjunction with the direct publicity or promotion of The Blues. No other rights are granted. All rights are reserved.
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Wim Wenders

17_Blues_WimWenders.jpg

Click on the image to open jpg file
in your default image editing
application. Note that all photos
are available in the Photography
folder on the CD-ROM.

These images are limited to editorial use in North America only in conjunction with the direct publicity or promotion of The Blues. No other rights are granted. All rights are reserved.
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Richard Pearce

18_Blues_RichardPearce.jpg

Click on the image to open jpg file
in your default image editing
application. Note that all photos
are available in the Photography
folder on the CD-ROM.

These images are limited to editorial use in North America only in conjunction with the direct publicity or promotion of The Blues. No other rights are granted. All rights are reserved.
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Charles Burnett

19_Blues_CharlesBurnett.jpg

Click on the image to open jpg file
in your default image editing
application. Note that all photos
are available in the Photography
folder on the CD-ROM.

These images are limited to editorial use in North America only in conjunction with the direct publicity or promotion of The Blues. No other rights are granted. All rights are reserved.
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Marc Levin
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Click on the image to open jpg file
in your default image editing
application. Note that all photos
are available in the Photography
folder on the CD-ROM.

These images are limited to editorial use in North America only in conjunction with the direct publicity or promotion of The Blues. No other rights are granted. All rights are reserved.
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Mike Figgis

21_Blues_MikeFiggis.jpg

Click on the image to open jpg file
in your default image editing
application. Note that all photos
are available in the Photography
folder on the CD-ROM.

These images are limited to editorial use in North America only in conjunction with the direct publicity or promotion of The Blues. No other rights are granted. All rights are reserved.
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Clint Eastwood

22_Blues_ClintEastwood.jpg

Click on the image to open jpg file
in your default image editing
application. Note that all photos
are available in the Photography
folder on the CD-ROM.

These images are limited to editorial use in North America only in conjunction with the direct publicity or promotion of The Blues. No other rights are granted. All rights are reserved.
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Paul G. Allen

23_Blues_PaulGAllen.jpg

Click on the image to open jpg file
in your default image editing
application. Note that all photos
are available in the Photography
folder on the CD-ROM.

These images are limited to editorial use in North America only in conjunction with the direct publicity or promotion of The Blues. No other rights are granted. All rights are reserved.
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Jody Patton

24_Blues_JodyPatton.jpg

Click on the image to open jpg file
in your default image editing
application. Note that all photos
are available in the Photography
folder on the CD-ROM.

These images are limited to editorial use in North America only in conjunction with the direct publicity or promotion of The Blues. No other rights are granted. All rights are reserved.
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Ulrich Felsberg
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Click on the image to open jpg file
in your default image editing
application. Note that all photos
are available in the Photography
folder on the CD-ROM.

These images are limited to editorial use in North America only in conjunction with the direct publicity or promotion of The Blues. No other rights are granted. All rights are reserved.
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Alex Gibney
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Click on the image to open jpg file
in your default image editing
application. Note that all photos
are available in the Photography
folder on the CD-ROM.

These images are limited to editorial use in North America only in conjunction with the direct publicity or promotion of The Blues. No other rights are granted. All rights are reserved.
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Margaret Bodde

27_Blues_MargaretBodde.jpg

Click on the image to open jpg file
in your default image editing
application. Note that all photos
are available in the Photography
folder on the CD-ROM.

These images are limited to editorial use in North America only in conjunction with the direct publicity or promotion of The Blues. No other rights are granted. All rights are reserved.

